
GRADES 3 – 5

LENGTH: 25 minutes

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to …

Debate the 
pros and cons 
of digital life. 

Propose 
alternative 

solutions to help 
deal with digital 

dilemmas.

Share 
perspectives to 
extend learning 
with their peers.

Model positive, safe, 
legal, and ethical 

behavior during online 
social interactions.

CASEL Competencies:

Responsible Decision Making: The ability to make constructive choices
about personal behavior and social interactions based on ethical
standards, safety concerns, and social norms. The realistic evaluation of
consequences of various actions, and a consideration of the well-being of
oneself and others.

Self-Management: The ability to accurately recognize one’s own emotions, 
thoughts, and values and how they influence behavior. The ability to 
accurately assess one’s strengths and limitations, with a well-grounded 
sense of confidence, optimism, and a “growth mindset.”

Self-Awareness: The ability to accurately recognize one’s own emotions, 
thoughts, and values and how they influence behavior. The ability to 
accurately assess one’s strengths and limitations, with a well-grounded 
sense of confidence, optimism, and a “growth mindset.”

ISTE Standards for Students: 

Digital Citizen: Students will be able to recognize the rights,
responsibilities, and opportunities of living, learning, and working in an
interconnected digital world, and they will act and model in ways that
are safe, legal, and ethical.
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MATERIALS & PREP: 

• Cue up Evaluation video, Poor Cite: (www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life)
• Prepare to show the following image:

https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1201185-troll-quotes
• Print/cut 1 set of the Brain & Body Activity Cards per student/pair/class
• Print/cut copies of the Brain & Body Activity Cards to send home (optional)

Research - a studious investigation or examination of a subject
Source - a primary reference or firsthand document
Cite - to quote as evidence
Evaluate - to form an idea or assess 
Fact - known to be true or proven
Opinion - a view or judgment formed about something, not necessarily based 

on fact
Credible - backed with evidence
Reliable - consistent quality results
Valid - grounded in logic or fact

INTRODUCTION
(2 minutes)

Today, more than ever, we need to be thoughtful when it comes to consuming
content, especially online. Anyone can be a creator and publish online. Whether
you are preparing a research paper, creating a presentation for your class, or
justifying your stand in a student debate, you need to have a critical eye when
evaluating sources of information. Are they credible? Are they reliable? Are they
valid? Always cite your sources to document the credibility of online information.
And as a digital citizen, remember that you are showing these sources the respect
you would want to receive in turn.
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1. Project the following image for all to see: 
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1201185-troll-quotes

2. Ask a student to read the quote aloud: Don't believe everything you read on 
the internet.

3. Ask your students who said this quote (many may answer, “Lincoln”). Ask them 
how they came to that conclusion.

http://www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1201185-troll-quotes
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1201185-troll-quotes


4. Remind students that just because copy or text is associated with an image (of 
a person perceived to be very trustworthy), that doesn’t make it true. Anyone 
can create content and publish it on the internet.

5. Point out the following clues that this image and quote are not rooted in fact:

a. The quote is not cited. There are no sources for the photograph.

b. There is no author or date of publication.

c. The image was found on a website called “Know Your Meme.”

d. And there was no internet when Lincoln was alive (so he never would have 
said this quote!).

OPENING ACTIVITY
(8 minutes)

1. Load the Evaluation video, Poor Cite: www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
from the website ahead of time. In this video, a boy takes a shortcut to finalize
his project by not checking his online resources, and his speech ends up going
viral, spreading misinformation far and wide.

2. Let students know: First, you will watch a video about a boy who takes a shortcut
to finalize his persuasive speech by not checking his online resources.
Afterwards, we will discuss the video and how it applies to our everyday lives.

2. After the video, guide a group conversation:

❑ How do you think the main character was feeling in this video? Why do you 
think the main character felt this way?

❑ When did the main character misstep? What other decision could he have 
made?

❑ Why is it important to check your sources?
❑ Why should you always give proper credit to all of your sources?
❑ Can you relate to this situation? What advice would you give if a friend were 

caught in this situation?
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When time permits, share the following fake 
websites to evaluate: https://www.easybib.com/
guides/7-fake-websites-to-test-students

http://www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life
https://www.easybib.com/guides/7-fake-websites-to-test-students/
https://www.easybib.com/guides/7-fake-websites-to-test-students/


Drawing: Create a 3- to 5-scene comic strip or storyboard of the video. 
How could you change a scene or create an alternate ending?

Writing: Develop a new script for others to act out. Will you write a 
happy or sad ending?

Making: Create a fortune-teller (Google “cootie catcher” for printable 
templates if needed) that spells out alternative ways to deal 
with the situation. What other solutions are there?

Sharing: Sketchnote a rebus emoticon story based on the video. How 
would you represent the emotions of the characters in the video?

Reflecting: Write a letter or postcard to your best friend explaining what you 
saw happening in the video. How did it make you feel?

Speaking: Create a paper or aluminum foil hat that represents one of the 
characters in the video. If you were wearing it, how would you 
describe what happened to you, the character?

Designing: Design a digital citizenship badge related to this video’s theme. 
What are some ways that someone could earn this badge?

Producing: Record a 30-second PSA (public service announcement) related 
to the video. What is your key message for others?

Prototyping: Using basic materials to represent your idea, create a product 
that could help the main character in this video. How does your 
product work?

Blank Prompt: Create your own activity based on a unique idea that you have 
around this video’s theme. What would be the activity prompt 
that you could share with others?
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The following Brain & Body Activity Cards are designed to be used by individuals
or pairs in a rotation station model; alternatively, you could propose one card’s
activity to the whole class. Each of the 10 cards encourages learners to dive deeper
by working through the digital dilemma in a new way -- one that might be helpful
when and if they ever cope with these situations in the real world. These Brain &
Body Activity Cards prompt students’ voice and choice in how they want to
respond to the video:

GROUP ACTIVITY
(10 minutes)



ACTIVITY WRAP-UP
(5 minutes)

As a facilitator, rotate between the 
students to observe how they are 
representing their expressions.

1. Conclude by asking your students to share out about their activity choice.

2. Ask them to reflect on what they created and to describe the thinking behind
their work:

❑ Which activity card did you choose, and why?
❑ Will you share what you created?
❑ What are you most proud of?
❑ What did you learn during this activity?
❑ What was challenging?
❑ Any “a-ha” moments for you?

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
(Optional)

Simply send home the Brain & Body Activity Cards with students, so that families
can watch the video and engage in an activity together. Kids will have the
opportunity to facilitate and “reteach” the objectives to their family members.
Note that a QR code reader can be used to easily access the video again (any free
version from an app store will do). Each card also outlines takeaway tips.

Digital Life  is made possible in partnership by 
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